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The following pictures are for reference only and as products map appear slightly different.
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Optional: Oil Temp. and water
Temp. sensor adaptor (if necessary).

important

It’s highly recommend to consult professionals or workshop to install
the fan temp controller because the installation requires professional
knowledge of electrical systems.
The damage or unexpected result due to incorrect installation is out
of the liability of out warranty, such as reversed connection of the
electrode poles, or damaged with abnormal usage. Any loss of
personal or property due to incorrect usage is out of our liability of
responsibility or compensation.
MUST operate or install this product in the ventilation space, in case
of injured or death accident because of carbon carbon monoxide
poisoning
Do not operate this product while driving to avoid the accident
caused by absent-minded.
If there is any unnormal sound, smell or reaction, please turn off the
fan temp controller, then check if any incorrect cabling method that
might cause the short circuit problem. Please make sure all the wire
is installed exactly without broken coating of wire.

operation description

!

Installation by connecting negative pole of the fan control relay.
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Optional: Oil Temp. and water
Temp. sensor adaptor (if necessary).
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Installation by connecting positive pole of the fan control relay.
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Press SET and MODE button together to shift the displayed mode
between Auto display and constant display.
Auto displayed mode: The numeric of water Temp., oil Temp then
voltage appears sequentially each two seconds on the monitor.
Constant displayed mode: Only one of the water temp., oil temp or
voltage appears permanently until you press the “Mode” button to shift it.
Fan Temp. alarm setup

Please shift to Constant displayed mode before setup, otherwise
the function can not work.
Press “Mode” button to shift to the item you want to set alarm,
then press the “SET” button; make sure the light is flashing on the
item, the numeric will jump automatically, when the numeric reaches
the alarm you need, please press the “SET” button again to set the
alarm, then the numeric will be back to displayed mode after two
seconds.
Note: when you set the alarm, the “OFF” means to back to factory
mode; the fan Temp. controller will work under factory mode.
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If the value is out of range, it will show “
”
on the displayer; if it’s lower than the minimum
displayed range, it will show “
” on the displayer.
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Range: Water Temp : 10 C ~ 150 C
。
。
Oil Temp : 50 C ~ 150 C
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Monitoring and controlling the water temp,and oil temp. at
the same time
3 modes: water temp., oil temp., and voltage
Digital LED display
Adjustable alarm setting
It could change the kick-in temperature of the fan, helping
you prevent overheating and loss of power.
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Optional: Oil Temp. and water
Temp. sensor adaptor (if necessary).
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Installation by connecting the relay of ECU.
WARNING: Please check with the factory repair manual before
installation, the warranty will be void if connecting by wrong method

Notice

If installation with Temp. sensor is necessary, it must connect with
main device by connecting wire, and it must seal all the male thread
of sensor by sealing tape to avoid leakage.
Must ensure all the fitting is connecting exactly and firmly and seal
the connection to avoid poor connection.
Troubleshooting

Problem
When the battery is on, the light
is off and no numeric displayed.

Caused by

Solution

Bad connection with red / orange / black wire

Only “
“ displayed without
numeric under water Temp.
constant displayed mode.

Sensor is defective.
The wire of sensor is poor connection.

Only “
“ displayed without
numeric under oil Temp.
constant displayed mode.

Temprature is lower than 10 C

Only “
“ displayed without
numeric under oil Temp.
constant displayed mode.

Temperature is higher than 150 C

The fan doesn’t work when the
water temperature reaches the
setting alarm.

。

Please replace the sensor
Rework the connection.

Waiting for the temperature
rising after fan works.

。

Wrong cabling method

Please check the connection
and rework it exactly.

The temperature is higher
。
than 150 C
Check the sensor
Rework the cabling, and must
check the cabling method is
correct.

